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From the matrix, brain interface, zero point energy, meta verses, multi-verse
diagrams to object modelling. Designing the interfaces into NFT, WEB3, huge
shift from web and web2, however not easy, turning into D-WEB. The future
modelling of software architecture and hardware. From 0 point energy to
positive and negative Infiniti points energy.

Chapter: Valuation - Yellow Stone & FTX Investments -
Returns = Dellusions, Wine Country, Mount Shasta,
Silicon Valley California #blacklivesmatter #snoopverse
#trumpsocial #nft #vft #vr #vr2 #web3 #web4 #nasa
#nasawebb 2022 #merryChristmas #happyNewYear

We are seeing a HUGE amount of delusional behavior, minimum wage and below psychology,
extreme trauma, recent events, where we purchased a real estate apartment, 2 bedroom, upstairs



and downstairs, with a patio, outside pool in the apartment complex. We bought it too high, and
sold in, foreclosure. Compare this to society today, in the same area, with either FTX or Yellow
Stone militia, near by. The valuation is really the delusion, that is so obvious, a social disease,
where a man's beard means two things, to women. How to put on may's cup for men, also for
women, called it METH BETH. Flip a coin, and head gets blown.

Chapter: Virtual Reality vs illusion - #VR #VR2 #WEB
#WWW #WEB2 #WEB3 #WEB4 Training - Age Groups
from 20 - 60 years old - Eye Palette - Senses / Hearing,
Music #startups #vc #blacklivesmatter #NFT #VFT

As we continue to study virtual reality this week, we are working with a number of design
patterns. These patterns turn into applications for many industries, yoga, military, medicine and a
breakthrough. However, most important is the palette. If you are a gamer, you understand
consoles. Different consoles have various displays, however, to pick a palette, for example, meta
quest 2, you see graphics, custom to your facebook experience. You can choose to work with
xbox and playstation VRs, however, the web4 design will currently ONLY be available on quest
2. You can build space VRs, metaverses, and live in it, in synch with the Universe, automatically.
Your illusion is my reality, says the father of bitcoin.

Chapter: Migration Plans Back to #Africa, after tried out
in #America for 100 years - N*I*G*G*A

After looking at the population data, 100 years from now, the African continent will be booming
- Meanwhile other countries will be loosing people. Meanwhile, the poorest people in America
are making sounds of dishes in the morning, dragging their feet, opening car doors with children
early in the morning, looking for something to do. The hopi prophecies written all over the
canyons in Utah, archeological beginning of knowledge.



Chapter: Minimum Wage - American Family Pattern -
Constant Bait - Utility Workers - Punching each other out
- Meanwhile, wife is waiting for freedom - African
family, on the other hand, is going through 'The Great
Dawn'

The new American job market is very competitive - Based on your wage, your school, whether
family allows it, makes up for new social pattern, constant bait, threatening, involving society,
however, one wrong move, the man will be in jail or prison. Meanwhile, wife has other plans.
Especially, looking so hard at other men - She is not allowed to be vegan. Meanwhile, in Africa,
the families are getting stronger, with the venture capitals, entrepreneurs and startups, called it,
'The Great Dawn'.

Chapter: Slide Cake, Nuclear Fusion Private Investors -
Non-ITAR Money Distribution Elon Musk + VC +
Returns = Cartel + 2 = BRICS Funding Software
Development Brazil Alpha

Dividends paid out today, for non-ITAR customers, with commercial licensing - The product
used by CIA and FBI and return feedback loop, with nuclear fusion technology, built by great
founders and investors for every a decade, however with the enabling of Darlene, in our startup,
lean methodologies sprint.



Chapter: Venture Capital Assessments: Twitter Deal,
Interviews Management Hierarchy - Hiring Above or
Below / #Facebook #startups #socialmedia #nft #web3 -
Velocity in #Lean & #Agile vs Typing on #SocialMedia
All Day - However, think as a #CEO of a #Corporate

While in my full stack engineer career, coding at 450 lines of code in 45 minutes, 6 seconds per
line of code, compare to working at a corporate, hired under, like Facebook. I went for interview,
by a 2-3 years of experience, engineer. I coded what the Facebook engineer asked. The engineer
couldn't assess what I wrote, in the code. So I left. Compare this to Twitter Deal, with Mark
Zuckerberg behind, how will it turn out? Law suits and a 17 years old company, like AOL?
Trying to stay alive, and continue bullshitting wall street?

Chapter: ITAR Files - Earth's electrons magnets Protons
Neutrons

Earth's gravity, magnetic forces, electrons. Protons and Neutrons.

Chapter: DWEB - Alternative to #WEB, #WEB2, #WEB3
and so on - Decentralizing World Wide Web - Design
Components - Security - Ownership

As we move into building WEB3 NFT components, the discrepancy of skill is so large - All
American, WEB, WEB2 and WEB3 infrastructures, and the rest of the world still has a lot to
learn, not to mention Americans themselves, in awww with the affects of WEB3, lifestyle, etc.
One of my colleagues, with who, we build social networking platforms together, a decade and



some time ago, aggregated value of trillions, suggested, DWEB. At first, my first thought was
that I work with front end components, full stack engineer and most of the façade between
WEB3 and other people is the skill set. Later I realized the need for decentralizing WEB is more
than just skill - It's ownership. All across the world, this is a chance for other countries to define
their own set of design components, including security, and mesh into the WEB platform.

Chapter: Abuse: Startups, Entrepreneurship & Venture
Capital: PTSD, FOMO & FOXP2 - Genetic Modifications
without Funding for a Decade - Divorce #failcon
#angelgate #twittermafia #billsmafia 24/7 Scouting
#SXSW #Stanford - Rape on #SocialMedia for
#Wikipedia #Investors #SharkTank

Jack is false.

Chapter: ITAR Files PEN Formula - Protons Electrons
Neutrons vs Nucleus pivot on Atom vs Positive Negative
Energy

Negative energy vs Positive, the play of protons, electrons and neutrons within the nucleus of an
atom, is a battery, as Universal macrocosm with many nebulae, galaxies.



Chapter: Shop Ventures NFT Investments in Montana,
Idaho, Oregon & Calgary Canada - Venture Capital
#WEB3 #WEB4 #VR #VR2 #Training - Yellow Stone
SNL Package #NASA #NASAWEBB - Fire Burning
Revenues $3 Million Reinvested #SoftBank #China
#California #Property #Money

At Shop Ventures NFT, with the number of venture capital, and scouting, worldwide, we can
turn money into profits right away, especially the new trade route, from California, to Oregon,
Jackson Well Springs, Washington through Seattle, dropping some dollar, then off to Idaho and
Montana, re-evaluation of property, after Yellow Stone, SNL performance, China Soft Bank,
fires, etc.

Chapter: ITAR Files - Earth Battery / Cathode & Anode -
Positive Negative Electrons

The universe operates as positive and negative with Electrons as decider between charges of
creation or destruction, synergy or fragments.

Chapter: Insurgents Kidnapping Migrants - Rape &
Murder / Cartel - Civil War, Strategies, Discharged
Employees - State & Federal - Background Checks -
Hacked - Day Care Learning / High School

The insurgent networks, now have mobile applications, to work synergetic, however against the



law, and police always looking for something to go wrong, daily operations, targeting humans.

Chapter: Valuation - Yellow Stone & FTX Investments -
Returns = Happiness, Wine Country, Mount Shasta,
Silicon Valley California - Social Gestures, English
Language - reMexican reWhite however
#blacklivesmatter #snoopverse #trumpsocial #nft #vft #vr
#vr2 #web3 #web4 #nasa #nasawebb 2022
#merryChristmas #happyNewYear

The question is, with all the investment experience, local states burning, people moving, where
are you?

Chapter: People - #web3 #web4 #vr2 #vr / Believing in
yourself, Invest into the Best, because International
Market is HOT!! Your hedge is my Scrub!!
#rainbowfamily #blacklivesmatter #dubnation

Learn to fucking invest!!!



Chapter: ITAR Discharged Agents / Little Education /
Hiring Local Gangsters / Lawyers Later / However,
Background Check Failed - Documents in Criminal
Network - Private Funding / State & Federal Data Utilized
- Social Networks, Google Maps - Locations, Helping
Terrorists / Insurgents - Hacking Bank Accounts - Fake
Drivers License / Passport

We are at the point of complete overhaul, of the government technology. Currently, only
customer service available, no tech to back up any assumption, local or state, according to
television, "nothing can be trusted". Planting false evidence with guns.

Chapter: Venture Capital Investments - Food Austerity:
#COVID #SoftBank #Sequoia - #mRNA #DNA
#ANTIBIOTIC #PROBIOTIC #ABIOTIC Advancements
- #WEB3 #NFT #NASA #NASAWEBB #HODL

With the breakthrough in human genetics, where most humans haven't eaten yet - The body
closed between anti-biotics, pro-biotics and abiotic. We perhaps come from a place where half of
us didn't eat before. So after we are done eating, we are going to focus on austerities. Free gifts
vs gaining them yourself, is a big puzzle ahead. So prepare for your journey. Eat whatever you
like.

Chapter: Dead Tech & People Extinction: Rich & Poor
Forecast 2022 & Trends of #Investment / Future of



#VentureCapital #China & #India #Australia #ETF - #EU
#BREXIT #NFT #WEB3 #ITAR #Crypto #Software
#Ukraine #sxsw #nba #wnba - Population Decline 2100
#Asia - Less Folks, More #Money

As we examine the world this summer, we are seeing a steep decline in education. Children,
especially Europe, are getting stupider, perhaps by design, China & Russia virus, who are eagerly
trying to erase history, but the problem is, the educated people are no longer available, or the
stronger ones. So there is nobody to save the dead society, now completely based upon BRICS
for survival, air conditioning during hot days and heater during winter. With that approach, we
are also seeing steep decline in population in the corresponding countries. Hence by 2100, the
map of the world will be different.

Chapter: Utilize Insurgents, Attacking Military Families
by Illegal Funding - Private Terrorists Operations - Threat
to the World - Then State Lawyers, to create a Case,
Planting Fake Records For Military Children - Planned
Rape and Murder

Insurgents with database, military families, with rape and murder intentions, micro blocked
around their homes, by design, air bases, etc.

Chapter: ITAR Files - Earth's magnetic field Electrons
Protons Neutrons

The earth's gravity is based on an electronic formula with Protons and Neutrons, magnets.




